Design Simulation and Information Dashboard for Manufacturing Control Using Systematic Approach: a Case Study of Hospital Beds Production
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Abstract—This study is being conducted in a hospital bed industry which uses a special workbench to assemble the beds. This paper outlines the efforts taken to setup manufacturing information system which is use mode D min 1 WIP buffer production scenario. The main objective of the study is to design production planning simulation tool to implements mode D min 1 WIP buffer production scenario and manufacturing control dashboard as feed back of the manufacturing control system. The study conducted to a company which is implemented ERP SAP R/3 enterprise with the module used are FI, CO, SD, PP and MM. The ERP SAP system only effective on the company level but in the production floor does not. The production floor consist of multistage of production, the SAP system cannot reach information of production floor in every production stage. Every production stage has their own system to make production schedule and activity run. Not one system integrated production information for each of stage production. The system not able to make succeed supply chain system to supply components complete in the right time for every stage of production. This study provide dashboard with information of production in every stage production with their production status, to assure availability of components to build products complete. To solve the problems implemented systematic approach method to define the overall function of the production information system and then breakdown overall function to the function structure. For every function structure can be describe input variable and the output expected. Using matlab to setup function as describe in the function structure to define the output. The output shown in dashboard is base on windows display using GUI system which is available in matlab environment.

Prototype of dashboard has been built to give production information of incoming part to welding plant, paint shop and in the assembly line. The dashboard has ability to show production status in every production stage real time. This dashboard able to cover the lose of ERP SAP system with giving feed back to management
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I. INTRODUCTION

This Paper is part of a research on maintain work in process (WIP) buffers of production activity to produce various kinds of hospital beds. This paper presents the second phase of the research which is modeling WIP buffers in production of single hospital bed products, modeling WIP buffers multi production of any kind of hospital bed products and design application tool and dashboard information in production floor for simulating the chosen model and capture production floor data as feed back of the production control. The scope of this paper is to design manufacturing information system in the production floor with the context of production control system as shown in arrow B of figure 1.

The data and information in the production floor is related with the order confirmation from the customer, production planning to realize the order, production activity and Bill of Materials (BOM) and data of the products. The objective of this
research is to support model D minus 1 production scenario[1] to succeed produce the goods as planned and on time delivery to the customers.

Model D minus 1 production scenario is shown in fig 2. The ” Day 0” being time scheduled to assembly the finished goods. Day -1 is day scheduled on the upstream buffer WIP materials supply, consecutively implemented for every upper stream of the workstations buffer. Raw components supplied in lot and downsize in batch in WIP buffer to supply the welding stations, welding buffer in batch supply to paint shop and feed queuing in hanger. Coming out from paint shop, the components are arranged in racks, trolley or box in batch of WIP buffer. This batch materials is sent to assembly station together with standard components supply from warehouse arranged in kiting form.

Timing scheme of this model is shown in fig 3. In time D -2 must be available WIP buffer as feeding material to welding plant. The result of welding process is WIP buffer, this complete WIP buffer must be available feed to paint shop, and result of paint shop are finish components which is fed to assembly line.

Fig 1. Research flow of process of managing hospital beds production (arrow B is the scope of this paper)

Fig 2. D minus 1 production scenario
The case study where the D minus 1 production scenario implemented is in a company which is use ERP SAP R/3 Enterprise with the module used:

1. Financial Accounting (FI)
2. Controlling (CO)
3. Sales and Distribution (SD)
4. Materials Managements (MM)
5. Production Planning (PP)

The ERP SAP is acronym of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Systems, Applications and Products (SAP). The company implemented ERP SAP System went live since July 2013, the result of implementation is not as well as expected. Especially in the production floor, information of every aspects of production in production floor not real time available. The information always late and the impact is waste in the production floor rise up drastically, also frustrate of administration people which operating ERP SAP system because administration of operating the ERP SAP system slower than production time. The components have been reach assembly station but the information of the components still left behind, no data of the components have been issued or received in SAP data base, even the finish good have been receive in the ware house but without transaction document.

Some time the ware house operators distribute the product to the customer as scheduled using manual documentation for product shipment, but not use directly documented out from SAP system, the result is billing could not be send to the customer although the goods have been received by customers. The worst case is in the end of the years, financial departments can not close the report because the huge differences of the stock on all production unit and very difficult to balance this stock differences. This potentially make huge loses for the company.

II. METHODOLOGY OF SIMULATION AND INFORMATION DASHBOARD DESIGN

One of performance indicators of production floor is the ability of the production floor to deliver the product on time, which is related with the production capacity and customer demand. This relation is about the closeness of cycle time to finish a product with the takt time that is demand time to finish a product of the total customer order in the such time available to produce the product. For example cycle time of a product is 24 minute, for a day customer demand is 40 units, available time for one shift production is 8 hours (480 minute), the output from production floor need takt time 480/40=12 minute for 1 units. Cycle time higher than takt time it is mean failure to deliver the product because capacity of production floor is only 480/24= 20 units lower than customer demand.

To solve this problems, difference between cycle time must be balance, the scenario of production must provide available time higher. To provide higher available time there are two solution that is use double shift of production or make double of line production. For this example if use double shift, then available time is 960 min and takt time 24 minute, it is balance with cycle time.

For multi stage production the need of balance time must be done in all production stage to assure the flow of material is one pieces flow. Condition unbalance is call as bottle neck, if this happen output of the production floor lower than target, the impact is product can not deliver on time even in the worst case the company failure to deliver product to customers.

Beside the time balance, some factor affecting delivery performance is disturbance in the system mainly is supply components. If the supply chain system can not supply or late supply components complete with the right quality and in the right time it is make failure of delivery of the goods to customers. For this reason, in the production floor must be available tools to make process simulation to show the balance of cycle time and takt time before make production schedule also must be available production information about condition of components supply, and for this reason the objectives of this study is:
1. To develop tool to simulate production planning in the production floor to make balance between capacity with the customer demand.
2. To develop manufacturing control dashboard in every production stage to control manufacturing process.

To develop this tool is used design process methodology as developed by Pahl and Beitz[8]. This methodology as shown in fig 4 is applied in this study to answer the following research questions:

1. How to develop tool to simulate production planning in the production floor to make balance between capacity with the customer demand.
2. How to develop manufacturing control dashboard for control manufacturing process.

Fig 4. The Pahl and Beitz design process (1996)[8]

This design process methodology is called systematic approach methodology. This approach can be illustrated as a black box (fig 5), which is connected directly with input and output. Generally, as a system the input and output can be classified as energy, materials and signal, and in the box, the word function is written, which is statement of the function to be solved as the expected output of this approach.

Fig 5. The conversion of energy, material and signals. Solution not yet known; task or function described on the basis of inputs and outputs, Pahl and Beitz[8]

Begin with overall function and then deploy to the function structure, as shown in the fig 6. The function structure is a detailed description of any special functions which is arranged to meet the overall function. Every special function must be unique that can solve the function as focus as possible and the right solution could be proposed accurately as need by the design requirements. If a function in a function structure can’t be define as unique function, it must be deploy again into sub function which consist of unique function.

Fig 6. Establishing a function structure by breaking down an overall function into sub functions, Pahl and Beitz[8]
III. REVIEW OF MANUFACTURING CONTROL DASHBOARD

The term dashboard is inspired by dashboards in automobiles and aircraft, in the area business for operational management purposes used synonym dashboard called managements cockpits, that is graphical visualization of key performance indicators (KPIs) complemented by reporting functions for top managers. The dashboard usually digital dashboards [2], the dashboards are intuitive and easy-to-use front ends for monitoring, analyzing and optimizing critical business activities by enabling users on all hierarchy levels to improve their decisions [3,4].

The hierarchy level is use for define the dashboard concept. Christoph Gröger et al [5] make classification of dashboard concept as shown in fig 7. This concept based on a simplified version of the hierarchy model of manufacturing as adopted from ISA 95[6].

![Fig 7: Classification dashboard concept][5]

The lowest level of the dashboard concept is dashboard for monitoring, sensing and control operational of manufacturing process. In the middle level is manufacturing control level is call as MES (manufacturing execution system) level, and in the top is enterprise control level.

Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) [8] and corresponding dashboards focus on the real-time monitoring and analysis of critical business processes to identify irregularities in real-time and react promptly [10]. These dashboards are used on the enterprise control level and typically focus on KPI monitoring and alerting.

Manufacturing control panels, also referred to as Manufacturing Execution System MES cockpits, are dashboards for manufacturing operations management used by production managers on the operations control level [11]. L. Prades et al [9] describe production operation management in 3 aspect of management:

1. Production Information Management (PIM)
2. Production Execution Management (PEM)
3. Production Planning and Scheduling (PPS)

In the shop floor Christoph Gröger et al [5] introduce concept of the Operational Process Dashboard for Manufacturing (OPDM), a mobile dashboard for discrete manufacturing to empower workers and enable information transparency, process awareness and agility on the shop floor.

IV. CONCEPT OF MANUFACTURING CONTROL DASHBOARD

In this study, scope of study is in the manufacturing control level of manufacturing hierarchy level as shown in fig 7. The output of the study is tool to make production schedule and tool for control process as stated in research objective. Big picture of study shown in fig 8 as a black box consist of overall function of the study that make simulation of production planning and function to control manufacturing process. The input to the system is information about product and process and customer order. The output is production schedule and process information.

![Fig 8. Overall function of manufacturing control dashboard prototype][8]
The black box of the overall function than deploy to function structure. This function structure is built in three stage function, the first stage is functions of PPS, the second stage is PEM and the third is PIM. The function structure is shown in fig 9. From the breakdown of function to the function structure, the first stage is function for set up production planning and scheduling, which is executed in the second stage with the function to execute production process and the result of the production process is managed in the third stage that is production information management function.

The concept of manufacturing control dashboard is integration of information between the PPS, PEM and PIM using input information $S_{23}=S_{16}$ production routing as input for PPS and PEM, output information $O_{15}$ dispatch list from PPS and this information is as input $S_{21}$ to PEM and $S_{31}$ to PIM, also output $O_{16}$ resource availability is feeding as input in PIM. Output from PEM $O_{31}$ report WIP and work completed and $O_{32}$ status on actual production is use as feed back signal fed to PPS to complete the integration of information.

Production routing information $S_{16}$ for this case is route of process of production floor as shown in fig 3 consist 3 stage production, welding, painting and assembly. In every stage information of cycle time must be available and with this information can be describe capacity of every equipment. Compare this information with production order $S_{13}$ can be describe production schedule, and for execution used dispatch list to execute production process with optimum capability.

Which is needed is how to operate function PPS, PPM and PIM and how to integrate those function simply, user friendly and not time consuming. For this purpose used matlab to build prototype dashboard for manufacturing control using facility of graphics user interface is available in the software environment. The design of the concept of prototype dashboard consist:

A. Production Planning and scheduling dashboard.

To make production planning and scheduling use flow of process as shown in fig 10. The flow consist of monitoring the real system which is can be captured from feed back information $O_{31}$ and $O_{32}$ in fig 9, and make simulation for and production event, if the objective of simulation failure must be set up control parameter to optimization the process, and with the new parameter once again simulate the event. If the process objective can be fulfill by this parameter the parameter is used to set up production schedule.

Control parameter provide in the prototype PPS dashboard, the parameter is used to simulate in production process is takt time and cycle time. Cycle time higher takt time mean capacity of production lower than the customer demand. For this case the production system is multistage production it is mean all cycle time in each production stage must be lower than takt time. If one of cycle time higher the takt time certainly production output will not full fill the customer demand, also certainly there is a bottle neck in one of production stage. If the difference of the takt time and cycle time relatively small, the solution is using extra time in the production floor. But if the difference significantly high the production system must add time shift.
or the production line. The application also calculate total differences of using time with the possibility of bottle neck. The architecture of the prototype dashboard for PPS is shown in fig 11.

Fig 10. Flow of simulation process for PPS

Control parameter can be directly input to the dashboard use block Input Parameter as shown in fig 11. Also using facility provide in the windows dashboard system is with push menu Input Production Parameter which is prompt input dialog for input control parameter, the result also displayed in block Input Parameter. For simulate the process must be push each process menu, Welding Buffer, Paint Shop Buffer or Assembly Buffer. To show all process must be push menu Display result.

The simulation sample shown in fig 11 is simulation of production to produce total customer demand 120 units hospital bed, for shipping time 5 days and day demand is 40 units. Takt time 12 minutes, cycle time in welding station is 13 minutes, in paint shop is 7.25 minutes and in assembly 12 minutes. Simulation result is shown in Simulation Result block.

The dashboard also provide compare between target and realization for any day of production, if there is any difference between target and realization the dashboard will show bottle neck time also need of extra time to finishing the task. If the differences can be accepted use menu in Input parameter to save the production planning.

B. Production Execution Management and Production Information Management Dashboard

For execute process and control production process provide PEM (production execution management) dashboard and PIM (production information management) dashboard, for this study both dashboard bundle in single dashboard call as PEMPI dashboard.

The architecture of the dashboard shown in fig 12, the windows dashboard be equipped with menu:
1. File menu; for operating file among other open file, save file and close windows
2. Outstanding orders menu; It is for execution purpose of production. This consist of menu for give information of the order status, status finish good in warehouse and product delivery to Customers.

3. Production WIP menu; it is for manufacturing control purposes, consist information of WIP buffer of supply from internal supplier, welding station WIP buffers, paint shop WIP buffer, and assembly WIP buffer.

4. Target and Production Realization menu; It is for manufacturing control purposes to show target of production and realization.

5. Status Components Supply menu; It is for manufacturing control purposes, consist information of supply components to ensure that supply is complete.

6. Machine loading simulation menu; It is additional tool for simulate loading of the machine to forcasting capacity of the work station.

7. Tool for input components supply menu; It is additional menu for input components supply for special case.

V. CAPABILITY OF PEMPI M DASHBOARD

The design of the manufacturing control dashboard is still limited capability as integrate tool to integrating production information from welding station, paint shop, assembly also supply of components because SAP system in use no capability to manage manufacturing activity information in shop floor. Top management need real time information in every production stage to control stability of production process. The dashboard is stand alone dashboard, not interface to SAP system yet. Output information of the dashboard is:

1. Information Outstanding Orders status, snapshot dashboard as shown in fig 13.
2. Information of WIP buffer status in each production stage for a day, snapshot dashboard as shown in fig 14.
3. Information of WIP buffer status in each production stage for a month.
4. Information of target and production realization, snapshot dashboard as shown fig 15.
5. Information of sales, production, delivery, stock, productivity and stock turn ratio for one year as shown in fig 16.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The study was able to design prototype manufacturing control dashboard as stated in the research objective. The following results were obtained:
1. Systematic approach method can be used to design dashboard for production information and simulation and manufacturing control in production floor, this system can be used as alternative method for design production manufacturing dashboard.
2. Using matlab GUI environment can be design application for operating the dashboard.
3. Prototype dashboard consists of PPS dashboard and PEMPIM dashboard.
4. PPS dashboard has capability to make simulation of production planning and scheduling for D minus 1 production models
5. PEMPIIM dashboard able to integrate the information in welding plant, paint shop and assembly and able to provide information to control manufacturing activity
6. The dashboard is standalone dashboard not integrated in the SAP system yet.

The future research is conduct to integrate the dashboard in the SAP to implement production best practice from shop floor level to enterprise level to ensure production activity can be controlled from shop floor to enterprise level and the company will reach world class company level.
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